Fran Elder & Christine Fournier
engineer & engineer assistant
Elder: We’re sitting on the foam block that is the major piece of
Alvin’s rescue buoy. If you’re entangled on the bottom, and you
drop the emergency releases, and still can’t get Alvin to float up,
you release the rescue buoy, so the ship can find Alvin if it ever
got stuck.
Fournier: There is acoustic equipment on the buoy that the
ship can listen for.
Elder: The buoy is attached to a line and floats up far enough
so that the ship can tow a detection instrument by and locate
the buoy. Then they would send another vehicle down for the
line and pull Alvin up.
Fournier: At the back end of the buoy, there’s a bolt. To release
it, pilots send an electrical signal to the bolt, and it breaks,
which lets one end of the buoy go. At the other end is a bracket,
like a little hook, and the buoy’s buoyancy pulls it off that hook.
Elder: I did some of the design work on the brackets. It’s definitely a team effort. A lot of people have worked on this.
Fournier: I did drawings for this. We do computer modeling to
design components and systems, then put all that information
on drawings. Fran worked on them, then I worked on them,
and other people. And then Fran refined how everything fit,
because we have to make components fit as we go along.
Elder: Like in a car, you have a certain amount of space, and
everything has to fit and line up, and you build in tolerances.
We were reusing part of the old Alvin frame that was …

Fournier: ... built by hand!
Elder: It’s definitely a one-off thing, so some trimming is
needed. For example, they had to drill a really, really long hole
through the buoy, for a tie rod that goes all the way through.
And you can model it, and say, ‘This hole’s gonna come out the
other end in the perfect spot.’ But when you drill a hole that
long, with a really long drill bit, there’s just no way it’s going to
be perfect.
So it came out a little to one side, and we had to slot the
hole a tiny bit in order to center the brackets, so everything else
would work. You know, in the model you can do something
that, in the real world, you may or may not be able to.
Fournier: I’ve been here four years. I have my associates’ degree
in engineering, and a bachelor’s in art history—completely
unrelated! I had done administrative and library work, so I’m
doing document management, making sure drawings have the
right information. But I’ve also been drafting and modeling.
Whoever needs me to do stuff, I’ve just been there, doing it.
Elder: I’ve been working with Alvin since January 2012. I got
my four-year engineering degree just after I got hired and was
promoted to engineer. I was hired for drafting but ended up
doing design work. That’s what I like—do something creative,
solve some problems. Christine’s got the discipline and organization! I think between the two of us we’ve worked on just
about every system on Alvin. p
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